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Copyright and Confidentiality Notice. 
This document is copyright © invinsec Limited.  All rights reserved. 

The contents of this document may not be copied or duplicated in any form, in whole or in 
part, without the prior written permission of invinsec Limited. 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice and only the published 
version of this document is considered active.  invinsec Limited will not be liable for any 
damages resulting from technical omissions or errors which may be present in this 
document. 

This document is an unpublished work protected by the United Kingdom laws and is 
proprietary to invinsec Limited.  Disclosure, copying, reproduction, merger, translation, 
modification, enhancement, or use of this document by anyone other than authorized 
employees of invinsec, authorised users, or licensees of invinsec Limited without the prior 
written consent of invinsec Limited is prohibited. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Threat intelligence is an elusive concept. Cyber-security vendors have developed numerous 
definitions for it based upon different procedural viewpoints. As a result, the key concept and 
principle of threat intelligence is explaining the role it plays within cyber-security and network 
defence, while offering advice and best practice. This will equip the reader with a basic 
understanding of the benefits of threat intelligence and the importance of investing effort and 
resources into responding to it. 
 
A definition of Threat Intelligence: 

 
[It is] evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, 
implications and actionable advice, about an existing or emerging menace or 
hazard to assets that can be used to inform decisions regarding the subject's 
response to that menace or hazard. 

2. Name of Exploit 
 

GandCrab 

3. Type of Exploit 
 
Ransomware, Malware, Trojan 

4. How Exploit is Spread 
 

The GandCrab exploit uses both traditional email spam campaigns, in addition to the use of  
multiple exploit kits, such as “Rig” and “Grandsoft”. In the past, ransomware has been 
distributed via malicious advertisements (Malvertisements) leading to the Rig Exploit Kit landing 
pages, which in turn downloads and runs GandCrab on target systems.  
 
For the email infection vector, GandCrab is sent to a victim’s inbox as part of a compression file 
such as a [.]zip or [.]7z file. The target user is tricked into executing the binary ([.]exe) residing 
inside the archive file, which leads to infection of the system. 

5. Global Risk 
 
High/Critical – in less than six months, it has become the biggest threat in its category, and the 
developers behind the malware are continuing to update and enhance the malware to make it 
harder to stop.  
 
Within the Cyber Security community, there is fear in the latest version evolving to add a new 
WannaCry type of attack vector for spreading GandCrab. The ransomware is targeting Windows 
Operating Systems which is why the global risk has increased. 
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6. Company / Organisational Risk 
 

Medium – we believe the risk to be medium for you as an organisation as current evidence 
shows that the main countries to be affected are Russia and its surrounding countries but as the 
ransomware continues to evolve it may spread to other countries beyond this region.  
 
invinsec Threat Intelligence Analysts have found that you are not impacted or compromised 
by the ransomware and it is not present on any system monitored by the invinsec SOC. 

7. Impact 
 

GandCrab is a Trojan virus that encrypts a victim’s files on their compromised computer and 
demands a payment to decrypt them. The ransom must be paid through virtual currency Dash, 
a currency known to make online transaction less traceable and also convenient for illegal 
ransom payments. 

8. Summary 
 

In February, mere weeks after GandCrab’s grand debut, a team consisting of renowned security 
specialists developed a tool to decrypt the GandCrab-infected files. A second version of the 
GandCrab ransomware was released, this time with an improved code and a new scheme: it 
adds the [.]crab extension to the files GandCrab encrypts. A third version of GandCrab was 
released only a day after the second one went live. This time, the ransomware replaces the 
victim’s background with a ransom note.  
The spread of GandCrab has been extremely rapid. 

9. How it Works 
 

On execution, Ransom-GandCrab copies itself into the “%appdata%\Microsoft” folder with a 
randomly named “[.]exe”.  
 
For example: %appdata%\Microsoft\[.]exe 
  
The Trojan proceeds to create a registry entry so that it runs every time Windows starts: 
 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce\"[RANDOM 
STRING]" = "[PATH TO ENCRYPTED FILE]" 
 
Once this registry entry has been created, the trojan proceeds to kill the following process 
(please note, that this is not an exhaustive list):  
mydesktopservice[.]exe, agntsvc[.]exe, agntsvc[.]exe, agntsvc[.]exe, encsvc[.]exe, 
firefoxconfig[.]exe, mysqld[.]exe, mysqld-opt[.]exe, sqbcoreservice[.]exe, excel[.]exe, 
msaccess[.]exe, mspub[.]exe, onenote[.]exe, outlook[.]exe, powerpnt[.]exe,  thebat[.]exe, 
thebat64[.]exe, visio[.]exe, winword[.]exe, wordpad[.]exe 
 
The ransomware then connects to the following remote locations (this list is not exhaustive): 
 Bleepingcomputer[.]bit 
 emsisoft[.]bit 
 gandcrab[.]bit 
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Next, the ransomware encrypts all files on the compromised computer unless the name contains 
the following: 
 \ProgramData\ 
 \Program Files\ 
 \Tor Browser\ 
 Ransomware 
 \All Users\ 
 \Local Settings\ 
 Desktop[.]ini 
 Autorun[.]inf 
 Ntuser[.]dat 
 Iconcache[.]db 
 Bootsect[.]bak 
 Boot[.]ini 
 Ntuser[.]dat[.]log 
 Thumbs[.]db 
 [.]sql 
 
A text ([.]txt) file is then dropped into every directory it encrypts. 
 
It then proceeds to display a ransom note informing the victim that their files have been 
encrypted and providing instructions on how they may pay to have the files decrypted 
(approximately $500 to be paid in Cryptocurrency (DASH)).  

 
The malware additionally collects the following information from the system: 
• User Name  
• Computer Name  
• Domain  
• System language  
• Keyboard type  
• Windows version  
• Processor type 

 

10. Remediation / Prevention Advice 
 

In order to protect yourself from this ransomware it is important that you use good computing 
habits and security software. The most important step is to ensure you have a robust and reliable 
method for backing up of your data so that can be restored in the case of a ransomware attack.  

 
You should also make sure that you do not have any computers running remote desktop services 
connected directly to the Internet. Instead place computers running remote desktop services 
behind VPNs so that they are only accessible to those who have VPN accounts on your network. 

 
A good security software solution that incorporates behavioural detections to combat 
ransomware and not just use signature detections or heuristics is important as well. 

 
Last, but not least, make sure you practice the following security habits, all users and 
administrators to adhere to the following basic security "Best Practices": 
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• Train employees not to open attachments unless they are expecting them. Also, do not 
execute software that is downloaded from the Internet unless it has been scanned for 
viruses. By visiting a compromised Web site can cause infection if certain browser 
vulnerabilities are not patched. 

• Do not open attachments if you do not know who sent them. 
• Enforce a password policy. Complex passwords make it difficult to crack password files on 

compromised computers.  
• Backup, Backup, Backup! 
• Use a firewall to block all incoming connections from the Internet to services that should not 

be publicly available. As default, you should deny all incoming connections and only allow 
services you explicitly want to offer to the outside world. 

• If a threat exploits one or more network services, disable, or block access to, those services 
until a patch is applied. 

• Always keep your patch levels up-to-date, especially on computers that host public services 
and are accessible through the firewall, such as HTTP, FTP, mail, and DNS services. 

 Configure your email server to block or remove email that contains file attachments that are 
commonly used to spread threats, such as [.]vbs, [.]bat, [.]exe, [.]pif and [.]scr files. 

 Turn off and remove unnecessary services. By default, many operating systems install 
auxiliary services that are not critical. These services are avenues of attack. If they are 
removed, threats have less avenues of attack. 

 Make sure you have security software installed that uses behavioural detections or white 
list technology. White listing can be a pain to train, but if you’re willing to stick with it, this 
will be the biggest payoff in preventing you or someone within your organisation becoming 
a victim. 

 Ensure that programs and users of the computer use the lowest level of privileges necessary 
to complete a task. When prompted for a root password, ensure that the program asking 
for administration-level access is a legitimate application. 

 Disable AutoPlay to prevent the automatic launching of executable files on network and 
removable drives and disconnect the drives when not required. 
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11. Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)s  

  

  

IoCs IoC 
Type 

Description 

37e660ada1ea7c65de2499f5093416b3db59dfb360fc99c74820c355bf19ec52 Sha256 (4.1) – W32/Gandcrab.IV!tr 
222ac1b64977c9e24bdaf521a36788b068353c65869469a90b0af8d6c4060f8a Sha256 (4.1) - W32/Gandcrab.IV!tr 
cf104f2ad205baee6d9d80e256201ef6758b850576686611c355808a681bec60 Sha256 (4.1) - W32/Gandcrab.IV!tr 
8ecbfe6f52ae98b5c9e406459804c4ba7f110e71716ebf05015a3a99c995baa1 Sha256 (4.1) 

- W32/Filecoder_GandCrab.D!tr 
6c1ed5eb1267d95d8a0dc8e1975923ebefd809c2027427b4ead867fb72703f82  Sha256 (4.0) - W32/GandCrypt.CHT!tr 
15d70bdbf54b87440869a3713710be873e595b7e93c0559428c606c8eec1f609  Sha256 (unpacked) - 

W32/GandCrypt.CHT!tr 
Bleepingcomputer[.]bit URL URL to blacklist 
Nomoreransom[.]bit URL URL to blacklist 
esetnod32[.]bit URL URL to blacklist 
emsisoft[.]bit URL URL to blacklist 
gandcrab[.]bit URL URL to blacklist 
http://codemefast[.]com/1[.]bin URL URL to blacklist 
http://umeonline[.]it/wp-admin/images/6666xp[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://www[.]ungerheuer[.]net/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://toytips[.]com/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://rootcellar[.]us/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://sovereigngl[.]com/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://solankifabrics[.]com/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://shs-steuer[.]net/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
http://tinafranke[.]net/tracklist/tracking_number[.]pdf[.]exe URL URL to blacklist 
6a623b1e016fc0df94fe27a3eb9cc1128c5ee3831a7dcc8e4879427167a41501 
692c023850bbd95f116d5a623a5e0de9ad0ad13fadb3d89e584cc0aa5dc71f08 
ad48c3770736588b17b4af2599704b5c86ff8ae6dadd30df59ea2b1ccc221f9c 
3486088d40d41b251017b4b6d21e742c78be820eaa8fe5d44eee79cf5974477e 
521fcb199a36d2c3b3bac40b025c2deac472f7f6f46c2eef253132e9f42ed95d 
9ba87c3c9ac737b5fd5fc0270f902fbe2eabbb1e0d0db64c3a07fea2eeeb5ba6 
27431cce6163d4456214baacbc9fd163d9e7e16348f41761bac13b65e3947aad 
ce9c9917b66815ec7e5009f8bfa19ef3d2dfc0cf66be0b4b99b9bebb244d6706 
0b8618ea4aea0b213278a41436bde306a71ca9ba9bb9e6f0d33aca1c4373b3b5 
07adce515b7c2d6132713b32f0e28999e262832b47abc26ffc58297053f83257 
0f8ac8620229e7c64cf45470d637ea9bb7ae9d9f880777720389411b75cbdc2e 
812a7387e6728f462b213ff0f6ccc3c74aff8c258748e4635e1ddfa3b45927f0 
d25d1aba05f4a66a90811c31c6f4101267151e4ec49a7f393e53d87499d5ea7a 
ee24d0d69b4e6c6ad479c886bb0536e60725bfa0becdafecadafc10e7a231a55 

Hash  
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Appendix – Threat Intelligence Severity Scale and Definitions 
 

Severity  Terminology Definition 
0 Unknown There is not enough info to assess Threat Level. 
1 Suspicious There has been no confirmed malicious activity, but 

suspicious or questionable activity has been observed from 
an unknown threat. 

2 Low This indicator represents an unsophisticated adversary — it 
may be purely opportunistic and short term or indicate pre-
compromise activity. 

3 Moderate This indicator may represent a capable adversary — their 
actions are moderately directed and determined, and the 
indicator corresponds to the 
delivery/exploitation/installation phase. 

4 High This indicator can be attributed to an advanced adversary 
and represents that targeted and persistent activity has 
already taken place. 

5 Critical This indicator represents a highly skilled and resourced 
adversary — it should be reserved for those adversaries 
with unlimited capability and is critical at any phase of the 
intrusion. 

 


